Two Boats Canoe
Raft. Six feet square 4-44 gal. drums
Stoker Cameron jungled to raft by Stoker Bennett.
A.B. Levet too was pretty sick
Two Yimukala Bo's Natives
Youngest two boys killed by 2 bombs
A.B. Vokes where bomb fell
On Trenchase went down with ship
A. Yimukala killed by first bomb.

No effort to make raft L. H. Moffett
and A.B. Johnston.

Strong Current
Swim to a small island south of Jan 23-350 n.
Cumberland Strait

Taddy a mate soon and fine going
Crystal Clear Fresh Water Bubbling out of the Rocks

Tin was - one onion - and a pumpkin

Total Killed Ships Company 5 - 25%
Others 4 - 66 2/3%